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Description

Bodytone presents its new ZRO-T curved treadmill. Feel something new and unique. If
you’re looking for a professional treadmill that suits conventional and/or high intensity
running training, the ZRO-curve treadmill is your best choice.

The new self-propelled treadmill ZRO curve, Zero Impact and zero consumption. A
great ally for your Hiit workouts. The intervallic training of the most demanding,
guaranteed by the experience and quality of Bodytone. Suitable for gyms, hotels or
home use

Gallery
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/k3-RuNX3qwM

Measure your training

Measurement of training variables: time, speed, distance,
calories, watts, pace and heart rate. Full control of your running
and HIIT sessions.

Higher calories consumption

Higher calories consumption than in a conventional treadmill.
For this reason, the ZRO curve treadmill is ideal for HIIT and
high intensity training.

No electricity

ZRO consumption, betting on the sustainable development of
our treadmills. Forget the plugs, you are the motor of the ZRO
curve tape.

Easy transport

Handle for a comfortable and simple transport of your curved
treadmill. Since the ZRO curved belt does not need an engine,
its weight is more contained without affecting its stability.

Details

Run at your own pace with no speed limit; You put the limits.

Zero maintenance on the tape.
It does not require electricity plugs.
Reduced impact thanks to rubber-coated aluminum
sheets.
LCD screen showing all the necessary information and Power (Watts).
Burns more calories than in a conventional treadmill.

Additional information

Dimensions
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175 x 82 x 156 cm

Weight
116 kg

Maximum user weight
180 kg

Running surface
175 x 44 cm

Structure
75 x 25 mm thick

Electrical requirements
It does not require electricity. Place the curve treadmill where you want, without the
need for an electric plug.

Motor
Controlled by user. Walk, sprint or run at your pace without the need of an engine, there
is no speed limit.

Mat
Rubber coated aluminum sheets, reduce the harmful impact on the joints, muscles and
ligaments.

Transport
The transport wheels and the handle on the back make it easy to move.

Display
Always visible from the LCD screen the most necessary data to control your training;
Time, Distance, Calories, Speed, Heart Rate, Pace (min/KM) and Power (Watt).
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